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case study  |  media relations

lighting up Hudson for  
a big initiative

With the goals of attracting and retaining businesses in the community, The City of Hudson 
became a pioneer in economic development by becoming the first gigabyte city in 
Northeast Ohio. Known as Velocity Broadband, the program offers high-speed fiber-optic 
broadband to local businesses. akhia communications was asked to develop an attention-
grabbing campaign to help the City meet their sign-up goals.

the quick take

what drove our success?

develop plan regional media  
relations

execute  
attention-grabbing  

tactics
award-winning 

results

buzzworthy results

3-year sign-up goal
met in just one year

3 awards earned 
from The Ohio Economic Development 
Association and the City-County 
Communications & Marketing Association

city dwellers
We understood the Hudson 
area and its local business 
audience.

wow factor
From lighting up the iconic Hudson 
clocktower to creative PowerPoint 
support, each tactic was attention-
grabbing.

budget conscious
Municipal budgets can be tight,  
and we made effective use of the 
City’s council-approved budget.

Something BIG is coming to Hudson Get the download
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Don’t be fooled by “fiber-backed.”
Most networks already begin with fiber.

DSL
Cable

Fiber-optic

Learn more about what sets Velocity Broadband 

apart and when you can sign up for an installation 

at: HudsonVelocity.com  •  330.342.9544

THE CITY’S FIBER-OPTIC DIFFERENCE

Future-proof
Once the lines are 

installed, fiber can be 
upgraded with new 

electronics

Creates a more 
reliable connection

Faster downloads, 
uploads and 

less buffering while 
streaming

Larger bandwidth 
can handle higher traffic, 
unlike copper and cable 
that become congested 
during high-traffic times

Benefits of Velocity Broadband, the only all-fiber network in Hudson:

Only Velocity uses 
an all-fiber network, 
delivering the fastest 
speeds available.

Rugged and 
weatherproof

DSL
10 Mbps 

Download

Fiber
1,000 Mbps 
Download

Cable
100 Mbps 
Download

KEY

Fiber Optic

Copper
Coax

At some point, 
DSL and Cable 

switch to Copper 
and Coax, which 
causes delivery 
to slow down.
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